RkM = 7rLTk^(l°z-)kc'> (log w)* n<w \ n I tends to a limit 5, as co-»«¡. i?*(co) is called the (i?, log co, fc) mean of Let the Fourier series of a function f(6) E L over ( -ir, it) and periodic outside this range with period 2ir, be 00 *-» -<^0 t-.
(1.1) /(ó) ~ -+ £ (a, cos «9 + Jn sin «9) = --+ £ An(0).
n=l B=i
The series conjugate to the above Fourier series is 00 00
(1.2) X) (*» cos nd -an sin nff) = £ 5"(0), n=l n=l and the rth derived series of the above conjugate series iŝ dT (1.3) X, -(Ô» cos w0 -an sin mö).
Suppose that P(t) is a polynomial of (r -l)th degree in i, such that
is integrable (L) over ( -ir, it) and is defined by periodicity outside this range with period 2w.
In what follows we shall write m = \{fix + t)-fix-t)},
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and define da(t), ®a(t), 9a(t), Ha(t) and ha(t) in a similar way.
Also we shall denote by A^co) and RT(co) the (A, 5) means of (1.2) and (1.3), respectively and by -Bs(co) the (R, 5) mean of the conjugate series of h(t).
2. It is known that if 0«(/)->O as t-*0, for a~=0, then
where Ca(n) denotes the (C, a) mean of the conjugate series (1.2) at 6 = x. This result for a = 0 is the classical result of Lukàcs [2] and for a>0 it has been obtained by Obrechkoff [5] .
Considering logarithmic means instead of Cesàro means, we find that if for p>-I, a^O,
. .
A0(to) =-log o + o\ (log w)1^1}, as co -> «. ir(a + 1) (See Lemma 2 of the present paper.) For p = 0 this gives a result analogous to (2.1), which, although not explicitly mentioned, may also be obtained from a result of Misra [3] .
For the first derived series of the conjugate series, Mohanty and Nanda [4] have recently proved the following theorem:
then lim,,..,*, (<r2n -on) =//ir log 2, where <r" denotes the (A, log n, 1) mean of the first derived conjugate series, atd = x.
The object of the present paper is to generalize this theorem to the case of the rth derived series of the conj ugate series and to obtain a more refined result by replacing o2n and <rn by A,(Xco) and AJ(co) respectively and also by replacing the condition of the theorem by a set of weaker conditions. Thus we prove the following theorem which gives a more far-reaching result. 
